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Контрольная работа по английскому языку  

для 8 класса  

за 2 полугодие 2019-2020 учебного года 

 

1. Match the paragraphs of the text with their titles. There is one title you don’t 

have to use. 

 

Titles: 

1. Keeping in Touch 

2. Creating Monsters 

3. The Greatest of Inventions 

4. Choosing Time and Place to Do Your Job 

5. Technological Illnesses 

6. Constant Technological Progress 

7. Distant Schooling 

 

Advantages and Disadvantages of Modem Technologies 

 

A. Technology has taken unimaginable steps over the past couple of decades, 

affording people all around the world possibility, flexibility and, above all things, 

convenience in their everyday communication and general lifestyle. It is ever-

changing. Whether you’re sending a love letter, making a purchase, running a 

business, researching a problem, buying a house, getting in touch with your old 

college friend or booking a flight to a distant island, it all comes down to one simple 

thing: the click of a mouse. It’s difficult to imagine where technology will take us in 

the future. 

B. It’s possible in today’s world to reconnect with high school and college friends 

within a few minutes. Before the Internet came to be, it was nearly impossible to 

know what was happening to them. Unless you ran into them by chance, you had no 

idea where they were. Nowadays, in this growing culture of social networking, it’s 

nearly impossible not to know what they’ve had for dinner, not to mention where life 

has taken them. No matter how many miles stand between you, social networking has 

allowed both old and new friends to communicate with each other from moment to 

moment. 

C. The possibility of working from home in your pyjamas or from the beach in 

your bathing suit may be one of the most attractive advantages modern technology 

can offer. It saves you a long journey to the office, a lot of money you spend on 

petrol and the inevitable stress of hitting rush hour traffic, but it buys you more time 

in the day to spend on more important matters like family and friends. The Internet 

also gives an opportunity to find a suitable job. You send your resume to hundreds of 

companies, then wait and choose. 

D. Getting an education is as simple these days as turning on your notebook and 

taking classes online. Although it’s not your traditional classroom with students 

seated at desks and a professor lecturing in front of them, it is a very effective 

alternative to a good education. Even though you may be curled up on your sofa with 
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a) 47 times annually 
b) an iPad version 
c) an American magazine 
d) on the cultural life of New 
York 

e) has used the Internet 
f) its commentaries on popular 
culture 

a hot mug of tea and your cat on your lap, you are, in fact, in the modern learning 

environment, earning your degree from home. Even high school classes are being 

offered online for students seeking summer school and degree programmes. 

E. Technology is closely connected with our health. A good example is the 

phenomenon of shut-ins in Japan, one of the side effects of technology. People 

addicted to the Internet shut themselves in at home. They are unable to socialize 

adequately and have serious psychological problems. Thus, technology can affect 

people’s psychological adjustment. Physical diseases can also result from technology. 

Physical symptoms such as eye strain and obesity can be the result of prolonged 

computer use. 

F. Technology can be used by scientists to create terrible destructive forces. Many 

of the weapons used in war are based upon modern technology. Chemical weapons 

cause illnesses and different health problems in the civilian population for decades 

after a war is over. Technology may damage the environment. Weapons of 

destruction such as bombs destroy people and their homes and also the surrounding 

environment. For example, much of the Afghani forest has been destroyed by 

bombing as well as the habitat of native wildlife. 

 

2. Read the text and complete it with the following phrases. 

 

The New Yorker 

 

The New Yorker is 1. ___ It started in 1925 as a weekly magazine. Nowadays the 

magazine is published 2. ___ There you can find essays, criticism, fiction, satire, 

cartoons, commentary and poetry. Although its reviews often focus 3. ____ , the New 

Yorker has a wide audience outside of New York. It is well known for its illustrated 

covers, 4.  ______________  and its attention to modern fiction. Since the late 

1990s, the New Yorker 5.  __  to publish current and archived material. Subscribers 

have access to the full current issue online, as well as a complete archive of back 

issues viewable as they were originally printed. More recently, 6. __  of the current 

issue of the magazine has been released. 

 

Texts A В C D E F 

Titles       
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3. Read the text and complete the statements after it with the appropriate 

variants. 

 

The Second Great American Revolution in Transportation 

 

The USA is often referred to as “the country with the car culture”. Some people 

even speak about America B.C. (Before the Car) and America after the car 

revolution. The effect of the first revolution in transportation in America was really 

great. 

But the distances to be travelled in America and the time necessary to do so 

remained a few major problems for the country for a long time. Then in the middle of 

the 20th century, a second transportation revolution took place. Airplanes became a 

major factor in mass transportation. Since the end of the last century the number of 

airplanes and the amount of flying has grown enormously. In some ways, this 

revolution is similar to the first one which was brought about by the car. Flying in the 

United States is now very common for any American. 

One reason is the enormous distances that have to be covered in order to get from 

one place to the other. Another reason is that it is quite inexpensive in America. Often 

it is cheaper to fly than to go by car, bus or train. Nowadays it is clear that the 

airplane has really become a means of mass transportation and average Americans 

who are now able to fly across the country to visit friends and relatives are all for this 

method of travelling. So the second Great American Revolution in transportation has 

won. 

 

1. The phrase America B.C. __  

a) stands for America Before Christ 

b) can be understood by different people differently 

c) for some Americans means America before the car revolution 

 

2. After the first revolution in transportation the USA ---  

a) didn’t have any problems in this sphere 

b) still had lots of problems in this sphere 

c) had some problems in this sphere 

 

3. Nowadays travelling by plane is _____ for US citizens. 

a) not a usual thing 

b) quite a usual thing 

c) hardly a usual thing 

 

 

Blanks 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Phrases       
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4. The airplane has become a means of mass transportation here in 

the US as ___  

a) the population of the country is really large 

b) the country extends many kilometres from east to west 

c) one can travel fast over vast territories and air tickets are relatively cheap 

 

 

 

4. Complete the sentences with the given words. 

 

to    off     around     through 

 

1. He is a poor liar, anyone can see  _________ him. 

2. All the parents were at the railway station seeing their children ___ to the camp. 

3. I don’t know his name but I’ve seen him _____ quite a lot. 

4. Who is seeing  _________  the arrangements for the wedding? 

5. Children are quick to see  _________  a teacher’s manner to his true character. 

 

5. Choose the appropriate modal verbs to complete the sentences. 

 

1. Sir, don’t you know that when flying you (have to/must) show your passport? 

2. 1 (have to/must) be at the meeting at 6 p.m. so I can’t join you for dinner. 

3. There are many guests in the house, George will (have to/must) sleep on the 

sofa. 

4. People (have to/must) realize there are limits to what we can do. 

5. We (have to/must) defend the freedom that our parents fought for. 

6. I (have to/must) leave early to collect the children from school. 

7. You (have to/must) come to see us again some time. 

8. It looks like rain. We’ll (have to/must) find a taxi. 

9. All pupils (have to/must) hand in their school projects on time. 

10. You (have to/must) wear the uniform at our school. 

 

6. Choose the appropriate words to complete the following sentences. 

 

1. In the suite next to ours an elderly (couple/pair) were having a party. 

2. It was a long (trip/voyage) across the Baltic Sea. 

3. He is becoming (quite/quiet) with age. 

4. It rained a lot, but (altogether/together) that was a good trip. 

5. Columbus’s (trips/travels) to Central America have made the sailor famous. 

6. I’d (rather/better) have a cup of coffee than a cup of tea. 

7. All the children (besides/except) Kim agreed to visit the picture gallery. Kim 

Statements 1 2 3 4 

Variants     
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said he had already been there. 

8. All (ill/sick) people were sent to the hospital. 

9. Who are you (waiting/awaiting) for? 

10. Jenny is (quite/quiet) a grown up person now. 

11. The (journey/voyage) from Moscow to St. Petersburg on a Sap- san train 

was extremely comfortable and very convenient. 

12. If we do the job (altogether/together), we are sure to finish it on time. 

13. A warm welcome is (awaiting/waiting) you at home. 

14. You’d (better/rather) stay at home. You are coming down with a cold. 

15. Where is my other (couple/pair) of jeans? 

16. Is any other pupil (besides/except) Tom going to take part in the competition? 

We should give at least three names. 

 

7. Choose the appropriate forms to complete the sentences. 

 

1. You could (have given/give) me a call. Why didn’t you do it? 

2. I should (have wom/wear) a warm jacket. It’s awfully cold outside. 

3. Children should (have helped/help) their parents. I would rather say they must. 

4. I needn’t (have explained/explain) anything to them, I’m sure they understand 

it. 

5. She needn’t (have bought/buy) so much food. Only few people have come. 

6. You shouldn’t (have said/say) such unpleasant things to her. Now she is 

offended. 

7. You shouldn’t (have shouted/shout) at little children. You may frighten them. 

8. You should (have come/come) a bit earlier. Now we are late for the bus. 

 

8. Choose the appropriate verb form to complete the sentence. 

 

1. My friend suggested (to play/playing) the new computer game. 

2. Some time ago they used (to go/going) to the theatre every month. 

3. I clearly remember (to meet/meeting) them in the schoolyard after classes.  

4. Ben always stops (to say /saying) hello to his neighbour on his way to school.  

5. We regret (to infomn/informing) you that our school trip has been cancelled. 

6. My parents always allowed me (to bring/bringing) friends to our house. They said 

they enjoyed meeting them. 

7. Please stop (to call/calling) me by this silly name. 

8. I’m sure you will regret (not to join/not joining) us for the party. 

9. Please remember (to complete/completing) this form before you cross the border of 

the country. 

10. Have you forgotten (to speak/speaking) to Jane about the change in the 

timetable? Now I understand why she hasn’t come. 

11. They don’t mind (to help/helping) us at all. 

12. Ann offered (to read/reading) a book to the patient and he gladly agreed. 
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require variety nervous desire equipment case 

bother worn out insist express supplies 

indifferent record advantage predict various 

9. Use the words from the box in their appropriate forms to complete the sentences. 

 

1. Being tall is an  _____________  for a basketball player.  

2. In  _______________________  anything happens, call me right away. 

3. A lot of people are rather  _____  about taking exams. 

4. Tomorrow’s weather report  ___  rain. 

5. The football game was so exciting that the football fans were to the rain that was 

pouring down.  

6. The cold, hungry traveller had a great ____  for a hot meal. 

7. I  _________  that my answer was right. 

8. Don’t  _____  to make lunch for me: I’ve eaten. 

9. All human beings _______ food and sleep. 

10. We have bought the _______ for our camping trip. 

11. During our trip we stayed in  _________  towns. 

12. The students bought a tent, sleeping bags and other camping ______  

13. This artist’s paintings of plants and animals _  a love of nature. 

14. It’s time to replace those  ___________  shoes. 

15. I _______________ my feelings about my new school in my diary. 

16. A job that has no  _________________  can become boring. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


